
















































































































































I In support 





















 For every 2000 
ears













city  regards the 
WILL I 
EVER FINISH muses
 Karen Engman, 
junior transfer stu-
dent from Santa 
Rosa
 junior college, 
as
 she looks at the 
stacks 
of books which surround 
her. The thought of 
finals
 drawing near 
induces Karen to drag out 
the old books and start the end -of -
the -semester cramming in a last 















































C. Gallagher re- 
e"1 
granted.




























































































































































































































The nationwide panel of 
the Air Force Reserve Offi-
cers Training 
Corps,
 of which 
SJS Pres. John T. Wahlquist 
is a member, has initiated an 
energetic progiam designed 
to solve the "case of the dis-
appearing 
cadets."  
Although tens of thousands 
of
 
freshman students are en-
rolling
 in 
AFROTC  in 
land  
grant colleges and universi-
ties in the United
 States, by 
the time the
 program reaches 
the junior 





left,"  Dr. Wahlquist 
pointed out. 
To 
counteract  this 
trend,  
the panel 
recently  drew up a 
proposal
 to go before con-
eress that 
will  provide 
for
 a 






 to be known 













will  take 
the













 pass, of which
 
about  24,000 
might






















































































































Carole  Evans. 




and Sheila Kearney. The coeds 
meet
 four nights 
a week to 
exercise  in preparation for the com-








1.1 11:I , sought. Liner. the newly torn -awl skiing tor a long time. Jeanie Her -
Four 







placed first in the Vander-
 bert, twtganning 
at the age
 of five, 
coeds
 meet in 
the  Women's gym 
to 
perform  a series of rigorous 




are  members of the 
SJS
 
women's ski team begun early in 
the semester. 
The program is 
conditioning
 in preparation for 
competition
 at the Winter Car
-
street as a 
"secondary arterial, -
he said, it is not functioning as 
such because of the traffic 
awl
 
congestion In the college area. 
City Councilman Robert Welch
 








 to construct ovel- , 
passes or 
underpasses for students 
to use. He 


























Symphonic Band, under the duet 
tion of Dr. Robert Hare, associate 







sented on KIIPM radio, dial 98.5 
I FM) at 7:30 p.m. 
Feb.
 7, Dr. 
Hartley Snyder. head of thel 
Music 









ing the presentation. 
Included








 considered a 
majte  






turian  will be 
offered. Mendel-
ssohn's 
"Overture  in C 
major, ep. 
24." 
written  when 
the composer 
was 15, 
























Concluding  the 
broadcast 






























 from a field






























 all A's fit,* 're ti 
















































and appropriation of 
81500  

























































































































scholarship  r 






























 of SJS women's 
ski team 
take
 a break during preparations for 
entry in University of Nevada's winter 
carnival 
scheduled for Feb. 8-1 I. Pictured 
clockwise
 from 
bottom are Miss Joan 















































may  be 
















































































 what is profes- 
said. 
"Insofar  




Evans.  th 
I'llIter  bill 
was put



















































































































 the not fully 
imderstand










divisions  has 
that is 
required,
















 that a physical 
1)1;111



































































 Ftsleration  of 
Teachers
 
gave some support to 
the 



































































































































































Whatever  the 




































of all 25 to Feb, 1 
Close






this I am in 




























































































room,  and board 
are provided for the team (hiring 
!each meet by school funds. Once 
at a -practice meet, 
however, to 
earn 
their tow tickets the
 efiedS 




flags  on each gate pole. 









 usually enroll  her 
in ski classes 
















 a first and 
second team May













forts it is hoped. 











to half A's 







 I -  
ronsett  of 
























1-2 are 8 a.te - 




 inventory: however 
,iperi 
8 a 










and 12-16. Regular hours 
will
 













the priiiert entliiwed by 
a 
friend 























































insurance  can 










































































































state colleges "to continue 
or 










campus will contribute to ed-
ucational






















































 of truth" and those






 the intent 
of
 the 













should not speak, 
the carrying out of the 
resoultion 





 is there  no 
educational




 balanced against 
other  propaganda? 
Only
 when 
it is controlled 
and  directed 
against
 a group that is 
not  exposed 
openly 
to other ideas does 






 word propaganda refers to any
 attempt to 
propagate a 
belief  or doctrine, 
irrespective
 of whether that 
be-
lief or doctrine
 is true. It is 










doing  most of 
the time. 
In
 a nation that 
has  traditionally 





ideas  and 
opioions,
 it 


































































to the Rev. Gere's 
criticism of my remarks about 
accusations concerning Commu-
nist affiliations, I still maintain 




cally cruel system. But what has 
made 
such
 a system possible? 







If Christianity had been prac-
ticed, communism 
would  never 
have 
come
 into existence. It is 
only the 
Christian hypocrisy 
which justifies hate by love 
which has made such 
a tyran-
nically 
treacherous  and diabol-
ically cruel system possible. For 
it is vvell known that hatred be-
gets hatred 
and love begets love. 
Where people are exposed to 
hatred, they will hate in re-
turn. This is so with commu-
nism. 
If
 genuine love, in the form 
of consideration and decency, 
was applied to the working 
classes, this philosophy of ha-
tred toward the capitalists 
would never have been conceived 
in England by Karl Marx and 
then nourished in Russia. For 
there 
























































































































































































































































 & HOLIDAYS 
FROM 
A.M. to 1 PM 
200 




AFTER 2 P.M. .75 
PLEASANT
 HILLS GOLF 
CLUB 
SOUTH WHITE ROAD 
 NEAR STORY ROAD 
A V. /1/. 
-134SUIJVAKAIWANUICZAMBIAMM310.43L&U.7 
I 
Old World Charm in Dining 
4 merica's Ilost 
Beautiful flofbrau 
 Authentic Bavarian Food 


















































































































men  to 
preach 
more  




























































































 is one 
insignificant  
battlefield
 in a 
whole 














cause it is 















Certainly  Dr. 
Schwartz






This man has 
vehemently 
claimed
 that he is an 
American 
of the
 truest sense. 
I doubt this 
very much. The
 very idea that 
Dr. Schwartz 
is doing a won-
derful service in trying
 to in-
form the people
 as to the men-
ace 
of
 communism is pure bunk. 
Perhaps 
this  bitter indictment 
may  appear grossly unfair 
to 
Dr. Schwartz, but 
I am con-
vinced that the Christian
 anti-
communism crusade 
is on a 
one-way trip to 











Communists  be al-
lowed to speak on college 
cam -
Entered as 




at San Jose, 
California,
 un-
der the act of March 
3, 1879. Mem-
ber 
California  Newspaper 
Publishers  
Association.
 Published daily by 
Asso-
ciated Students of 
San  Jose State 
College  except Saturday
 and Sunday, 
during college 
year.  Subscriptions ac-
cepted  only on a remainder -of
-semes-
ter basis. Full academic 
year,  $9; each 
semester $4.50. 






Eat 2383, 2384, 
2385,  2386. Adver-
tising Ext. 
2081,  2082, 2083, 
2084.  
Prss
 of Glob. Printing Co. 
Office  
hours 
I:45-4:20  p.m., 


















   
BOB HALLADAY 









 be trusted to 
hear  
all 











 'The first 
step of 
Communist
 conquest is 
the 
ideological capture of stu-
dents' minds. We ought not to 
afford Communists
 the oppor-
tunity to take that 
first step." 
Apparently, Mr. Schmitt fears 
ideas  and the expression thereof. 




 what he is 
imply-
ing?
 Does he really
 mean to im-
ply that the people
 are not to 
be trusted 
with ideas? If they 
are to be 








 as Mr. Schmitt 
fears, Com-






mindsthe  best 
minds in our 
young  adult popu-
lation--then 









































































































































Wiley, "as well as a 
special
 stu-
dent  session." 
Between 60-70 
SJS  recrea-
tion majors and minors 
will be 
attending the 
conference,  she 




Both Dr. Wiley and Miss 
Ardith
 B. Frost, associate pr.-
fessor  of recreation, will serve 
as chairmen of special sessions 
at the conference.
 




Women and married men over 21: $78 
less $13 dividend, 
or a net of $65 
(based on current 17 per cent dividend). 
Single men under 25: $252 less $43 
anridend,  or a net of $209. 
$10/20,000 Bodily injury Liability; 
$5,000 Property Damage and $500 
Medical Payments. Other coverages at 
comparable savings. Payments
 can be 
made once, twice or four times 
a year. 
Call or 
write for full information
 to 
George M. Campbell, 
566 Maple Avenue, 
Sunnyvale, REgent 
























































































































































































































































































































































































store  . . 



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































In 1883 Gustav Mahler
 wrote a 




equally to the total 







Described as a dramatic, roman-
tic song








 of music, 
as guest soloist at the 
third  con-
cert
 of the season by the Santa 
Clara 
Philharmonic
 Orchestra, Feb. 
16 at 8:30 p.m. The concert 
will  be 
FREDERICK LOADWICK 
. . . 
tenor soloist 




len" tells of a man's torment on 
the day his sweetheart marries an 
other. In the four-part song -cycle 
the man's moods are expressed
 
through both song and verse. Both 
the music and poetry for
 the work 
were  written by Mahler. 
A lyric tenor, the soloist
 will be 
singing 
this German lied for the 
first time. The flowing style of 
the work is interrupted 
through-
out as the man's emotions change, 
Mr. Loadwick explained. 
Dr. W. 
Gibson Walters, profes-
sor of music, is conductor and mu-
sical director of the Santa Clara 
Philharmonic Orchestra. 





















coming  to 
SJS,
 the tenor 
was a featured 
artist  on NBC. 
CBS  
and ABC radio  
and at the Radio 
Music Hall. He 
has appeared in 
concert,







 has been 
a mem-
ber of the 
SJS faculty since 
1955. 
He was 
recipient  of a 
four-year 
fellowship 









',gimps  for Feh 
5-7  ski trip to Squaw















 for members, $30 for 
non-members; by 
private car, $14 
for 





ing, A139, 3:30 
p.m. 
Pistol team, 
meeting,  220 N. Sec-
ond
 




president  of the 
SJS Industrial Arts club 
has asked 
students interested
 in joining the 
organization




 He said 
the group is planning













Red Cross or YMCA Life 
Saving 
Certificate,  
Santa Clara Resident. 
Apply: 
CIVIL SERVICE DEPT. 
Rm. 211,
 City Hall 


















































































artistic talents to arranging for
 
strings. His first album "Velvet 
Carpet," was succeeded by his re-
























































 EDITH HENRY, JOYCE,  LIFE 
STRIDES, KEDS, 














AT 40 SOUTH FIRST STREET & 
HEROLDS







Arch Preserver, Wall Streeter, 
& John E. Lucey. 
8.90 to 
24.90 




















service will be a 




enjoy  the pay, 
the prestige, the 
traditional privileges




 military service can 










 when a man starts 









 the executive areas 
of 
business
 and industry 
comes 
earlier and more 
substantially
 to the man 
who  can lead. Few 
are born leaders; but leadership can be learned. And 
Advanced ROTC 
is a great place to 
learn it ... 
you will be contributing to the limit of your potentialities in one of the 
biggest jobs we face today. .. you can help keep America so strong 















 be a subsistence allowance






paid  for. There 
is a $117 allowance
 






















 is the 
warm 




























































 are glad 
to 
be
 a part 
of this 
era. 
We give thanks 
for many things including
 
spiritual  
benefits as well as 




In order to persevere 
we
 must look forward 
to 
the 
leadership  that will be 
forthcoming  
from
 the young men 




 we thank the 
faculty
 and 
student body for the
 contributions being 
made for the betterment
 of society through 
education.
 
We urge our young people to dedicate 
themselves to the goals of freedom and lib-
rty, to preserve them for all generations, 
and to enhance
 for all peoples the oppor-






 vou to do a job for us and all 
mankind. 









CY press 3-4383 
It's a tradition to choose the bride's rings from 
our wide and 
varied  
stock! The 
years  have 
proven 
that our name is an unfailing
 gu.;raniee of dia-
monds that live 
up to the highest standards of 
quality ...
 settings that are always in 
good  taste 
... 
and value that cannot 
be surpassed. Let us 
help you make your 








No interest or 










































































issued by the 
housing 
office 
must be present 
at the check 
statim.
 
Any student obtaining exemption 
from SJS's housing regulation
 for 
the first semester must file a new
 
petition fox the 
second  semester. 
These forms may be 
obtained
 from 
the housing office, Adm226. Ap-
proval must be granted before
 a 



















neering in the fall semester of 
1962, when the Department of 
Chemical  and
 Metallurgical Engi-
neering begins offering students a 
choice
 of specializing 
in chemical 
rngineering 
or materials %denims. 
Materials  science is a new major 









According to James H. Ander-
s:on, head of the Department of 
Chemical and Metallurgical Engi-
neering, materials science will deal 
with the study of metallurgical 
engineering, ceramics and high 
polymer 
plastics. 
The department will follow an 
approach a Iready applied 
by 
schools of engineering at a num-
ber of univei sities. 
FIELD 
ANALYZED  
The reason for the name, mate-
rials 
science,
 is best explained 
by 
an analysis of the jobs performed 
in the engineering field. 
Proper selection of materials f.,, 
a specific engineering need is prin-
cipal concern of engineers in the-
tield, Professor Andeison said. 
For example,
 he pointed out, mis-
siles and supersonic planes require 
metals or materials which are able 
0 withstand high temperatures 
caused by high speed atmospheric 
friction. The task of the engineer 
is to select or develop alloys or 
materials capable of withstanding 
such intense heat. 
RESEARCH  IS ESSENTIAL 
Oast inuous research in deVelop-




 and the 
analyses of failures 
are  required 
in engineering, the department 
head continued. 
According  to Professor Ander-
on,
 a person in this field is a man 
Mvolved  in all areas of engineer-
ing.
 
What type of an individual 
would make a 










division will (life, 
a new class next semester 
entitled  
Business Lectut es, according 
to
 .1,,-
seph L. Herlihy, assistant 
p r o l e s o r
 of management. 




 business problems during
 tlIc 
one -unit class. The first speakc, 
will be Wes Strouse,
 manager of 
the Santa 
Clara  Valley Better 
Business bureau, 
who will speak on 
"Stop That
 Racket." 
Business 190 is open 
to all sen-
ors.












 who likes to 
investigate
 
and work in 
the lab." 
And  the person industry 
seeks,  
he 
added, is not the specialist, but 
one 
who has a broad over-all 
knowledge
 of materials. 
PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
 
A good many students





 at Jolts in in-
dustry and' have 
developed  their 
interest 
in engineering on the job. 





ates presently doing? 
Our













 largest peicentage 
of 
former 




 per cent are 
enrolled  in 
the graduate








An assistant professor 
and  five 
sociology
 students were 
recently  
initiated into Alpha Kappa Delta, 
sociology honorary society, accord-
ing to Dr. James E. Blackwell, 
assistant  professor of sociology. 
The initiates were Mary Ready 
Acker, Barbara A. Baxter, Michael 
C. Joyce, Ronald R. 
Vennelli,  Wil-
liam L. Schreiber and Mrs. Mar-




honorary  membership 
was Dr. Dudley T. Moorhead, dean, 
Division of Humanities and the 
Arts, the first such 
granted since 
the society was formed two years 
ago, Dr. Blackwell, adviser, said. 
Our menu reflects
 the 
centuries -old culinary 
art of Chinese cook-
ing. Treat yourself to 

















 & JACKSON 
tration: 
Go
 to your 
appropriate
 





























sororities) are to 
obtain  a 
housing  
card from their 
householders
 and 












EVERY 3 MONTHS! 
Since 
January 1, your savings earn 
even more than before at 
Guaranty!  And Guaranty has 
always
 paid substantially more 
interest than any 
bank!  Safety? 
Guaranty







persons  save much 
more with us 
than the $10,000 
of
 each account that 
is insured 
by on 
agency  of the 
Federal
 Government. 
Start  your money 
working  today. 
Wont  to save 




ONE  BILLION 
DOLLARSGuaranty














of its kind 
ever  to 
attain one 
billion  
dollars in assets. 
DOWNTOWN
 SAN JOSE:
 69 S. FIRST 





 El Camino 





 Road at  
Stevens







  East Oakland
  Alameda 






















































































































































































































































































































































































 the bury school 
gives
 





























































































































































 get to eat. 
ricos4i
 7ace44  










c:ass  tao-t Ilirv.
 :11.1










industrial  arts, in IA' 








planned  EX! radio stallion




























Lt.  Col. 
Edwin  T. Rios,
 head of the
 SJS 








bars on his 
shoulders. 





Feb.  2 at 2:30 
in Memorial 




graduating  in 





















 at SJS. 
















Commentary  by 
James E. Donati 
Wednesday
 - 7:15 p.m. 
















































according  to 
Dr.  
Harry 
Bender.  assistant 
professor 
of psychology.
 He will 
teach the 
course from 







The class will consider how 
ps3-
chological
 principles and tech-
niques may
 increase literary lib, 
derstanding 
and  pleasure obtain-
able from 
fiction
 and drama, Dr 
Bender said. 
"A comparison will be made be-
tween psychological and literary 
approaches to character structure 
and development." he explained. 
"Relationships 
between the psy 
chological characteristics
 of :o 
writer 
and his literary 
achieve-
ments will be examined," he 
con-
tinued. "The 
class  will make ex-
perimental 









 for the course. 
U-Ns-T-Fic
 
















 Glen Sport Shop 
iodoe- in 
thank 
you for your re -iodise too this- opening 
of our 
new 













I. -till plenty 
of
 g  I skiing ahea).  
We are still offering our special rates. 
2 -DAY RENTAL RATES
 
Skis 
and  Poles   
Skis, Poles, 
and Boots   
Quilted Parka
   









may be picked up Tuesday through 
Friday with 





and  After 
Ski Boots   
$10.00
 
(Ali skis have 
free
 safety bindings and 
forward  fall 
release
 cables.) 
(Above prices include insurance on breakage 
while skiing.) 
Blizzard and Lund Skis 
Koflach and Dolomite Boots 
Special
 Sale 
Dolomite  Skis and 
Bindings  (complete 






















In L.P. Records  
Hard to believe 
your
 eyes when you 
see these prices? 
Well,  seeing is 
believinl! And 
the best place









































Yager & Silva' 
Yager  & 
Silva  




Yager & Silva 
Yager  & 
Silva  























































































































January. 24, 1962  
Work





"Here I was, clean-cut, 
and ear,er, but I never 
scored. Until
 I got 
these Slimz. Now I'm 











I irl tor 
rAfria-
Town 






oho. b. Rill Thnniii4on 
MODEL  HOMES designed 
by 





Barrick and Winnie 
Parrott. A 
display of materials 
used in 
planning and building 
houses,
 
which is in the hallway
 of the 
main  entrance to the home eco-
nomics 













SALES  RENTALS 
IN SAN lOSE 
75 SOUTH 2ND 
CY 
4-2322  
Open Thursday until 830 p.m. 
SAN FRANCISCO  OAKLAND 
BERKELEY  SACRAMENTO . 
SAN 
MOTTO























and  retail 
distributors  













the  SJS 







be held  from

























































































































































plays  on 
the
 main floor




 a step 
back in 
time  is a 




 of 1937 
and 
what  critics 
of the time 
had to 
say 





















It is in 
the display
 cases facing







 design, the 
exhibit  was 
arranged 
by





industrial  arts. 
eighth




in the exhibit are a 
tion of a 
semester  of 
work  of stu- 
scale
 model and sketches
 for an 
Informal 
outdoor
 conference area 
between the engineering and in-
dustrial arts 





























and  designs 
of onic 







 of the 
course.  
They 





























































that  a 















 if not 
properly  
plants,i 
(('ontinued from Page 5) 
most 
desirable  






and  companies. 





provide  transportation. 
Work permits in addition
 to 
residence visas for Americans and 
other foleigners
 are requited by 
:nest countries. 
The American employer usually 
obtains the visa 
and permit fit 
the employee being sent ove seas. 
"provides roundtrip transportation 
. . . offers a relatively
 long paid 
vacation at the end of two 
or 
ook Exchange Set 
For
 Feb. 15-16, 19-23 
Student book exchange, spon-
sored by Alpha Phi Omega, na-
tional service 
fraternity,  will be, 
held 
Feb.  15-16 from 
8:30  to 3:30 
pm. :Lod Feb. 
19-23 from 9:30 a.m.' 
to 
3:30 p.m. The 
booth will be . 
located in front of Morris Dailey. 
auditorium (inside
 Tower hall 1. 
Books 
are  taken on consignment 
and sold, if possible,
 for two thirds 




 the price minus 
10 
cents.  
lithe books cannot 
be
 sold, they 
Will he returned. 
three 




is the normal min-
imum age for 
government
 posi-
tions abroad. In  
accondance  with 
the Veterans Preference Act, vets,
 




 are made from 
current 
employes






 overseas include 
Departments of the Army. Navy, 
Commerce, Interior,
 State, Labor, 
Agriculture, U. S. Information 
Igency. Peace Corps. U.S. Travel 
..r.m.vice. Atomic Energy 
commis-
sion and 
Central  Intelligence 







Nations,CARE.  Radio Free 
Europe, Radio Liberation, United 
Service organization. YMCA. Near 
East Foundation.


















newspaper  and vess services
 
are 
part of the opportunities listed 
in the 







VILLA SHOPPING CENTER 
("Across from Futurama Bowl") 







 PIANO PLAYERS, 
DANCERS  ANY SKITS, ETC. 
COME THURSDAY 
NIGHT - 7 P.M. 
STEVENS CREEK BLVD. in VILLA 
SHOPPING







OttJy 4 P.M. 'til 2 A.M. 








More and more Son Jose State students have discovered that B -W Norge Coin -Operated
 Dry Cleaning  really saves money and time. 
Where 
else
 can you dry 
clean eight  pounds for only two dollars? 
Licensed 
operator  on 
duty







 minutes . . 
. PROOF 
POSITIVEYOU  
JUST CAN'T BEAT THAT NORGE COIN
-OPERATED










WHILE  YOU WAIT
 
Hours:










heart  of the 
living  groups'' 
Fleming and Tom Sibbald, timing 
devices and a shaver by Don Brox-
holm, soap packages by Charles 
Dodge and Harry Matsuda, a form 
study by Nell Nagy, a fishing lure 
and magazine cover by George 
Wheaton and cars of the future 
by Richard 
Davis,  Broxholm and 
Ron  Root. 














































































































































































27 E. ban Antonio, 2 bloc 




















































 . .. 
broken
















































































































































APPOTed a p 
























































































































































































































































































































































what  he 
calls  


















9,000  while 
down
 the 




learn  drew 
only


















































































































70 So. 14th. 
-tract-Wendy
 Glen 2. 
. 2 
girls  per room. 
Estes,
 















































































































































































































































unfurnished  apt. $45. Married 
-',, 
731  So. 3rd St. 
Apt.  #I. 
Rooms -525 per 







quire  at 
681 S. 
Funds low?
 Need a roof/ Private
 room. 
bents
 J small saiary in exchange
 for 
I-e  chores. AN 
9-2251. 
2 Girls wanted 
to
 share lg. house with 2 
others.
 
721u Sc. 8th. CY 3.1512. 
Studio 























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































strictly  on 
the up 
and 
I eN. el aa cutste6T. 1341 Ole 
Beach convention 
hall  assuredly 
will 
be
 jammed Friday night when
 
Haystack
 and his partner, Ray Vill-1
 
mer. 
waddle  into action in a team 
match against the 
villians of the 
piece, 
Kurt and Karl von
 Brauner. 
Haystack will "pleasure" his 
funs
 by appearing 
as usual In 
overalls 
and  stills his good 
luck 
chants around 
his neck. This is 
a 
locket composed
 of a horseshoe
 
pendant








palmy don' tole 
me long





 take off 
yore
 clothes in 































playing  an 









Sig  Ep 










in made up the 
first 
squad.










for  the 











 A play-off and 
Don  
Booher,  




































































































FIRE PROOF CONSTRUCTION 
TELEVISION














































Price  includes 























 beach events, 





























 STATE COLLEGE 
II 
CREDITS  







 concept of study 
tours,  a bona. 
tide university 
program.
 Also, with us 
you enjoy and -live in" the 
Orient
-
not just see it. Includes






Price is all inclusive. wsth 
services  
ashore all first class throughout. Eve-
ning 
events
 are just as important
 as 
daytime siehtsee.ng. We challenge 
comparisons. Ask for our 
16.page  bro-







360 E. Reed. San Jose 
HSM 

















You Can Sell 
ALL Your Used Text Books 
(Whether  Used Here or 
Not).  










































































"Here I was, 
clean-cut,  
and eszer, but I never 






Now  I'm 
the
 idol of the 
campus. Hold it, 
girls, 
while  I comb
 





















and companies,  as 
they pay 
mainly 




 in addition to 
residence visas for Americans 
and:
 
other foteigners are requited by 
:nest 
countries.  
The American employer usually1 
obtains 
the  visa and permit ft,  
the employee being sent me 
seas, 
"provides roundtrip transportation 
. . . 
offers  a 
relatively  long 
paid, 
vacation at the end of two 
or 
took Exchange Set ' 
For Feb. 
15-16,  19-23 
Student book exchange, 
spun- , 
sored by Alpha Phi Omega, na-
tional service fraternity, 
will be 
held Feb. 15-16 
from  8:30 to 3:30 
pm. and Feb. 19-23 from 9:30 ant.1 
to
 3:30 p.m. The 
booth  will be 
located in front of Morris Dailey 
auditorium
 (inside Tower hall:. 
Books are taken on consignment 
:Ind sold,  if 
possible, for two thirds1 
Of the price paid for 
them.  The 












Twenty-one is the 
normal min-
imum age for government posi-
tions abroad. In accordance with
 
the Veterans Preference
 Act, vets 
tire considered first. 
Most civil service appointments 
overseas 
are made from 
current
 








Departments of the Army, Navy, 
Commerce, Interior, State, Labor, 
Agriculture, V. S. 
Information  
agency, Peace Corps. U.S. Travel 
sarvice. Atomic Energy commis-
sion and Central 
Intelligence 
rt gency. 






United Nations,CARE, Radio Free 










secretarial  positions, teaching
 
oppcettinities. construction com-
panies, transportation citmpanies 
and 
newspaper and press services
 
are
 part of the opportunities listed 
in the "Guide to Employment 
Abroad"
 report. 






STEVENS CREEK BLVD. in 
VILLA SHOPPING CENTER 
("Across from
 Futuromo Bowl", 
WE'RE LOOKING FOR TALENT! 
GUITARISTS, BANJO PLAYERS, 
SINGERS, 
QUARETS,
 PIANO PLAYERS, 
DANCERS
  ANY SKITS, ETC. 
COME
 THURSDAY 
NIGHT - 7 P.M. 
STEVENS CREEK BLVD. in 
VILLA 
SHOPPING
 CENTER at 
LAWRENCE  
STATION ROAD 
Open Daily 4 P.M. tI 2 A.M. 
Across from Futurama Bowl 
AX 6-3837 
- phoin  
I, 
BM Thompson 
MODEL  HOMES 
designed  by 
family housing 
students are in-
spected  by 












 in the hallway 
of
 the 
main entrance to the home eco-


















SAN  JOSE 
1 
75 




until  8:30 p.m. 
SAN FRANCISCO  OAKLAND 
BERKELEY  SACRAMENTO . 
SAN













































will  be 
held
 from 7 
to 9:30 
p.m. during


















































































































































 past and 
the 
I future 















 is a 
display
 on the 
best  sellers 
of 1937 
, 












industrial  design 
stu-
dents, takes













 units. It 
is in 
Home Ec Students  
the
 display 
cases  facing 
the main 
entrance












 the exhibit was
 















are  a 
scale model
 and sketches for an 
lion of 
a semester




























 of a 
design class.
 






















 and Tom Sibbald, timing 





















































































more  San Jose State students
 
have
 discovered that B -W Norge 
Coin
-Operated 
Dry Cleaning really saves
 
money  and time. 
Where else
 
can you dry clean eight pounds for only two 
dollars/ Licensed operator on duty to help you. Your dry cleaning done in 
torty-five
 minutes . . . PROOF
 POSITIVEYOU
 JUST CAN'T BEAT THAT NORGE 
COIN -OPERATED 






























devices and a shaver by Don Brox-
holm, soap packages by Charles 
Dodge 
and Harry Matsuda, a form 
study by Neil Nagy, a fishing lure 
and 
magazine  cover by 
George
 
Wheaton and cars of the future 
by Richard Dmis, Broxholm and 
Ron 
Root. 
The display on best selling fic-
1 
of 25 








































































































































































































































 size runs . 
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NI 
,,eacts 








































































































































































































































































































































































































kind of gals." 























































































































Room  16 
Tower 















































































overdrive,  good 














































































































































































































3.rm. unfurnished apt. $45. Married ' 
31
 
So. 3rd St. 
Apt.  #1. 









 low? Ne,d a roof? Private room, 
d 
small salary in exchange for
 
 -,,sehold 
chores.  AN 9-2251. 
2 Girls wanted to share 





CV 3-1512,  
Studio 










roomates  to 






























-Room,  kit. & 
home  priv. Young 
lady.













 with 3 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































a dozen eggs, two 
pounds 
of 









milk.  For 
dinner
 he has 


















































le,.et as a contest.
 But tire Mi,mi 
Beach convention
 hall assuredly 
will be 
jammed Friday
 night when 
Haystack
 and his 




waddle  into action in 
a team 
match  against the
 villians of 
the  
piece.  
Kurt  and Karl 
von Brauner. 
Haystack  will "pleasure" his 
fans 
by appearing 
as usual in 
°venal, 
and  with his 
good  luck 
! 
charm
 :or  
I his neck. 
This  is a 
locket 
ir  posed 
id a horseshoe 
pendant





got to wear them
 overalls," 
he explains. 












































role  in bring
-
ling









































































I Lad Manor No. 
1, 
the '291 
club  and 
Dan Unruh.
 
Lad Manor  No. 3 




































































 G. Caldwell, 
Manager  
CYpress 4-9404 




























































snip outbound,  jet
 


















 beach events, 
and  cultural 













 rates. Opt!onal neighbor 











SAN ISCNi..iSCO  STATE 
COLLEGE  
CREOITS-LINIV.  SUMMER 
SESSION 
79 DAYS
 .0 2298 
A new concept of study tours, a 
bona. 
fide university program. 
Also, With us 
You 
Min  
and "live in" 
the Orient -
not 













 first class throughout. Eve. 
nIng
 events ale oist as important  as 













 Robert McCroskey 
4 360 E. Reed, San Jose 















You Can Sell ALL Your Used Text Books 







Only Have To 









FRIENDS  .. 
. All I Did 
Was Recommend


























 Your Text Books 

































































































































FRI. EVE., FEB. 2 at 8:30 
Tickets
 
$3 75. 53 
50. $3 $2 





SAN JOSE CIVIC 
AUDITORIUM  
MONDAY EVE., FEB. 5 
at 8:30 
Tickets:  $4, $3.50. $3. 
$2.50. $1.80 




 MGT., 89 So. 1st
 














 W. Wingo to the 
mat  in Friday's 
action
























match.  SJS 
defeated
 Cal Poly 
26-6,  winning 
six 
of eight matches, three
 by pins. Coach 
Hugh 
Mumby's  Spartans 
compete
 next on Feb. 
7 at 
Chico  state. 
Visit
 Our 

























 trail between semesters 
when it plays 
a pair of contests. 
Stanford's
 
fresh invade Spartan 
gym Feb. 10 at 8 p.m.. while the 
Spartababes journey to Monterey 
high school Feb. 17 for a clash with 
Monterey Peninsula college. 
The SJS frosh has lost its last 
five 
games to run its record to 
3.8.  The last Spartababe victory 






ever, by the loss of center Joe 
Knox. Knox suffered a dislocated 
knee cap which kept him out of the 
last two games. 
Knox still leads the club in scor-
ing with 121 points in nine games. 
His average of 13.4 points per 
game is also tops. Rick Went -
worth's  92 points and 
8.4  scoring 
average is 

















Jose States ballet's 1 































































 St. Mary's 
and University


















 will be in 




Feb.  9 and 10 with 
the
 Waves to battle 
Santa Clara 
in 
the other half of 
the double-
header.
 The Spartans 









date, the Spartans had
 
the most difficulty 
with the USF 
Dons. The Spartans
 managed to 
win the game 39-36. 
Coach Stu In -






will  have to do 
without the 
services of gradu-
ating  center Joe 
Braun
 after  the 
nest








sophomom will step into 
the starting
 center post. 
Ed-
wards  has 
seen s   ir Hon this 
season, and 


































































































apartments for 2, 
3,





 for next 
semester.
 If you don't











you  find congenial, 
friendly
 
students  to live 





one of our modern units . . . it'll be your best 
move yet! 
Make  your reservations now. Call CY 7-8877 or drop in to 
see us at 
485 So,  9th  St. Do it today. 
...SJCI Pia 11 Rental
 Service 
485 SO1 



















































































FA Bress.  
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a 71" 











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 imperfections in 
their  
deliveries



























































 is the 
umpires
 
























































 in the 
National, 







































deliveries  are !sidearm 
and bound In 
on
 the 
fists of a 
thaniled

























moves,"  said Bressoud. However 
Schilling  
is one of the 
er fielding 













 for the fewest 
errors
 in a season.' 




his mind off the 




 for the Giants this 
year.  
They have two
 fine young pitchers
 in Gaylord Perry 
and Ron 
I whom they 
are  counting on," he 
said. 
-Gaylord is a brother 
of
 (7Ies:eland's Jim Perry 
and  has much 
same style except he throws
 harder," Bressoud pointed 
out. 
nes,. two 
youngsters  along with 




White Sox. and 













contenders  for 
the Giants, according to Eddie, 
thr 
Dodgers  and 
Milwaukee.  "I don't see






had  a 
great 







When Pinson went into a slump 





All  their 






 be hard for them to 






contenders  but not in the class




 said Bixissouri. 
"Where
 the servings 
are large and 
the
 

















! San Jose 
State's varsity wres- 
hest collegiate 
,...11Elpi../4
 5 tling team begins a 
three -game %%est Coast. 
4 miv.E Amu...v-2 mad 
trip












Wildcats  at 13 p.m. sear, 
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 the gallery there was 
the thud of 
bongo  drums and a 
trumpet
 squealed shrilly as Fior-
entino 










come  to 
Convention  
hall to see 
him do 














 and did a 
_ . 
2. E ViZ 
FL 














heavy -muscled Nigerian stared 
!impassively at 
Fernandez.  His 
body glistened in the lights, the -
tribal symbols 
tattooed  on shoul-
ders and 
chest  in the long 
ago 
weaving  a curious 
pattern
 over 
panther -like muscles. 
The 
bongo  drums hammered 



















 Battery Operated 
















17 Admiral Portable TV 
i-tone brown & 
white ... top controls. 
















looked up once more int. 
the darkness and it seemed that 
his muscles 





later  they 
had to pull him off. Fernandez, 
regarded as the heaviest hitter 
In middleweight ranks, was a 





nine. Ills face, his 
ehest anti his legs nem
 crimson. 




yarding punch that the 32-year-
dd Tiger CrS1,1* threw in a 10-yeal 
,,ng 






Because up until he faced Fe', 
nandez  
on 
Saturday  night. 
I he 
Hiban was 
ranked by the Na. 
'lanai Boxing 




,iime Fullmer. Tiger was 
rated  
Ivo% 
11111\  111, the 













COMPLETE SHEET MUSIC DEPT 
BAND 
INSTRUMENTS 
Open  Till 7 IP M. 
Monday  





































 HE NFL-7' 



















































ts,Ni sr_ c s_  


















































































































































































































































tangle  with 
the Coker- two 





 at Eugene on 








 the tot- 
in Spartan gym. 



















 night In 
Corvallis.
 
' Jim Noon 










while  footballer 
AA 
RUctlit4  
complete the busy semester
 break Chuck 
Elder placed third




schedule by taking earl Stanford lb. competition and George Hew -
university Feb. 15 
at Stanford.
 They 
Indians 25-3 earlier 






















wrestlers and 12 teams 
were 






 led the ak 
ay
 
\ Vi II I 
!Wet. 
FOREMOST  GOLDEN STATE 
Athlete of the 
GARY 
GRESHAM  
Today, FOREMOST salutes sopho-
more basketball guard Gary Gresham 
as the Player of the Week. Gary, a 
sophomore Accounting major from 










the court. Good luck +o 6'1" floor 
leader, Gary Gresham 




















 Work Plus Real Sayings 
Parts Anairabl - Sunday 11 
OPEN 7 A.M. 




25%  ON DRY CLEANING!
 
HERE'S HOW . . . 
We are
 a wholesale cleaners, 
doing  qualify 
work.
 If 










If you will bring 
your cleaning to 





will  reduce 
your





HALF GARMENTS (Shirts, Pants, 
Sweaters.
 etc.)











Corner  Virginia  
& State Sts CV 
2-6535  




























one lathering. one 
rasing.),
 



















tingles,  fed', so refreshed.  
Is, 
FITCH Dandruff Remosee 
SHAM 
P00 evens week for 
LEADING 
MAN'S  
























































































































 and .Them 
from 
.The Aprtmect











SAN JOSE CIVIC 
AUDITORIUM 
FRI. EVE., FEB. 2 at 8:30 
Tickets: $375, 
$3.50.
 $3. $2 






SAN IOSE CIVIC AUDITORIUM 
MONDAY EVE., FEB. 5 at 8:30 
Tickets.  $4. $3.50. $3. $2 50. 51 80 
'tickets tor both attractions ON SALE
 
at WENDELL WATKINS MGT., 89 So. 1st 














 W. Wingo to the 
mat in 
Friday's  action 
in the SJS 




















 phoin by RA 
So 
arthout 
lb. match. SJS 
defeated
 Cal Poly 26-6, winning 
six of eight 
matches,  three 
by
 pins. Coach 
Hugh
 Mumby's 
Spartans  compete 
next on Feb. 
















Coach Dan Glines' 
trash  basket-
ball team will try to get 
back on 
the win trail between semesters 
when
 it plays a pair of contests. 
Stanford's
 fresh invade 
Spartan  
gym Feb. 10 at 





school  Feb. 17 for a clash with 
Monterey 




has lost its last 
five games to run its 
record to 
3-8.  The last 
Spartababe  victory 
came on Dec.
 15 over Hartnell, 
66-41. 
The frosh have been hurt, how-
ever,
 by the loss of center Joe 
Knox. 
Knox  suffered a dislocated 





 the club in scor-
ing with 121 points in nine 
games.  
His average of 13.4 points 
per 
game is also tops. Rick Went -
worth's 92 points and 8.4 scoring 











































































the  improving 
Pepper
-



































Lions  at 8-0. 
The 















































 Stu In. 
man's 







Spartans  will 







Joe  Braun 



















seen  Maine action 
this 
season.  and 


























































































Zive . . . Study 








apartments  for 2, 3, or 4 









 next semester, we will help you
 find congenial, friendly 
students  to live with. 
Begin  the 
new semester right by moving 
into 
one of our 
modern  units . . . it'll be 





 CY 7-8877 
or drop in 
to
 see us at 
485
 So. 9th St. Do it today. 
Silurian Rena Service 
485 
























































































































































































































mws mku_s2 iroad 


















Wildcats  at R 
sear, hut lost 
to Oregon 
state 
Bing team begins a 
three -game West Coast. 






Spartan  placed second and 
ph/roi tangle
 with the 
Univer-


















9 and then meet the 
rtigged
 style Tournament action Saturday 
D r , 
 
te,gliii°104.1E,Usi
 Upon their 















uGH complete the busy semester break Chuck Elder placed third in 191-
; M CC 0 
schedule  by
 taking on 
Stanford  lb. 
competition 
and George Hew -
university Feb. 15 
at


















































































































































































































































































































































































































































and because "I 










































































































































































































































































as many good pitchers
 in 
the  












or two good 







































































 with the other 
ters 
moves,"















adept  on the 
pivot," Bressoud 
said,  "and I 
understand  he 
an American
 league
 record for the 
fewest 
errors 
in a season. 
burden 
will he on his shoulders
 as well as mine." 
Eddie took his 
mind off the transition to the 
American litague 
yedict a 
pennant for the Giants





young pitchers in Gaylord 
Perry and Ron 
I whom they are 
counting
 on," he said. 
';.ylord
 is a brother of Cleveland's 
Jim Perry and has much 
 style except he throws harder," Bressoud 
pointed out. 
- two youngsters along with Billy Pierce and 
Don Larsen. 
.1  from the Chicago White Sox, and the present staff give 
a well
 rounded crew according
 to Bressotal. 
only
 close 




and  Milwaukee. "1 don't We Cincinnati 






season last year. 







into a slump Gene 
Freeze  
man took up the load. All their 








for  them to 




 contenders hit 
not  in the 
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ceouL:sr  I.: L.T5E & 


































































































































































































































section of the gallery





the thud of bongo drums and a Sitting immobile on his stool. Tiger 
lookral tip once more into 
trumpet squealed shrilly as Flor- the heavy -muscled Nigerian 
stared  the darkness and it seemed that 
entino Fernandez shucked off 
his  impassively at Fernandez. His his muscles swelled until the skin 
robe, 
body glistened in the 
lights,
 the threatened 14, burst. 
The numatachloed ctihan. I tribal 
symbols
 tattooed on shout- Fifteen minutes later they 
pride of his many 
countrymen
 riers 
and chest in 
the 
long ago 





come  to 
Convention
 
weaving  a curious 
pattern over 
regarded  as the 




 him do battle 
with  
panther -like 
nuiscles.  in middleweight ranks, WA% 
Dick 
Tiger  of Nigeria, 
elapped
 , The bongo
 drUMs 
hammered  IllaVs 
of gore 





again  and the flat face 
with
 the which 
cascaded through a 
his gloves 
together and did a broad eirne-1 toward the smashed nose. His 
Mee,  his 
elitist itnd his legs e
-ere




















 .1.1 Tiger ever threw 
in a 10 -year 






Because up until he faced Fel.-
mile/  on Saturday
 
night 
-1than  was ranked by 
the 
 
'anal  Boxing association as 
I tn. 


















Concertone Battery Operated 







































the Place to Go 
101.41/40%, STEREO, RECORDS 
COMPLETE
 SHEET MUSIC DEPT 
SAND INSTRUMENTS 
Open 
Till 7 PM. 
Monday - Three - Saturday 
Bankanuericard 




































Fifty  wrestlers and 12 teams 




Francisco  Olympic 
club
 











Today, FOREMOST salutes 
sopho-
more basketball guard





the Week. Gary, a 
sophomore Accounting major from 





his  performance 
on 
the
 court. Good luck to 6'1" floor 






























 Work - Plus Real Savings 
Parts Availebl - Sunaev  & Es,n,rgs 
OPEN 7 A.M.







HOW . . . 
We 
are a wholesale cleaners, doing quality 
work. 













 will bring your cleaning to 
our  plant and 
pay  in ad-
vance,
 we will reduce your cost by 257g. 
See  us today! 
Normal Discount 
HALF 
GARMENTS  (Skirts. Pants. Sweaters. etc.) .70 
.53 
FULL LENGTH GARMENTS 























way  for 
men:  FITCH 




 cuss as 
I-1-3 with 
FITCH  In lust



























































 style of 
umpiring
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 with the 
Introduction




































 ut journalism. 
'11se course will 
be open to upper , 
division students, who may 
enroll 
for 













One  student will be chosen 
!,,r 
r;1 position of director of 
lie%%,,
 
d public affairs. Under 
him, a 
Ito 








The radio news 





!evision staff will prepare
 pro-














 on the Air." The 
,ekly  television 
program
 will be 
'si''







1,11111/  II 
I 
I\ 
































high atop the 
needle is a 
restaurant which
 will revolve a 
k Ego
-Shaking






































































will  overlook 
the  World's 
Fair which 
opens on April 
21. 
SAN FRANCISCO 
(UPI)   A 
mind like a steel trap may not 
be 
such a virtue
 after all. 
The  person who clamps his 
mind 
around
 an idea the way 
a trap 
clamps around 
a bear's leg is con-






things  to say recently 




 with those 
who are 
less dogmatic, they
 said, the dog-
matic 
type
 is likely: 
--To have less self
 control, to 
be 
impulsive  about making 
up his 
mind
 before he gets all the 
facts. 




ILI I PlIthhnlIE. 
To have less scholastic apti-
tude.  
To be interested in education 
mainly 
as a means of vocational 
development, with the idea of im-







in a preliminary report on a study 
of 4,506 freshmen at six California 
junior colleges. 
They  were pre-
sented by psychologists Dr. Walter 
T. Plant and 
Dr. Charles W. Tel-
ford of San Jose State College 












Steve  Banks, who just 





 the Bell 
Telephone  
System  is closer to 
wiping out the 




with  telephone 
conversations. 
On one 








 circuits in 
 
Colorado. 
His  findings shed 
new  light on the 
source  of 
noise, and 
on
 the important 
methods of 
measuring  it. 
Steve 
Banks of Mountain 
States Telephone & 
Telegraph  
Company, 
and  the other young 




 the country, 
help  make 
your communications
 service the finest













 of their research
 was a 
test for 











 at Stanford 
Uni-
versity's  Center for 
Advanced 





the students were 
asked 
for their reactions




something  in 
betweento




 statements might 
be, 
"Russians and 
Americans  have 
nothing 
in common;" "loyalty 
and 
patriotism 
are the most virtuous 
things children can learn," or "The
 
worst thing that can 
happen  is for 
a member of your 
group  to turn 






each of the 
students  was accord-
ing to the Rokeach 
test, the re-
searchers correlated this informa-
tion with results of standard scho-
lastic and
 personality tests and 
with statistics about the students. 
Plant said that students 
who  
intended to end 
their formal ed-
ucation after two years of 
junior 
college tended
 to be more dog-
matic than those who planned
 
further study. 
Those who were 
most dogmatic 
he said, probably were going to 
school "to hasten upward social 
mobility." 
The phychologists said, however, 
they were surprised to find no 
significant pattern in the esthetic 
values of those who rated high 
and 
low on the dogmatism scale. Ap-
preciation
 of creative work ap-
peared to be the same, they said. 
Tut - Tut, 
Oh
 charming 
doves, I'll fly to you again 
when the new
 semester 
dawns. Till then, I'll see 
you in the morning sun, 
and when the 
day  is done 
-- I'll see you at the check-
































































































































































decided  a 
logi-
cal 







































































Asia  a 
also good 
for other 
products  s..1, 
as
 bicycles 































































































































































































































































124 E. San 
Fernando St. 
Next
 to Cal 
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 an "e% 
tuition" of 




 of at Masi 
three  days in 






















"Um  additional time
 will only n11 -
crease 
our  sharpness."
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Loaching 





until  nit 

















 and her southern 
Asian  
neighbors
 have In their 
hundreds -











in Burma and snow-
capped peaks in 
'Nepal, provides 
Peiping 
with  a fertile source of 
political ferment 
which it can turn 
to its own advantage. 
Quarrels  over the 
exact  location 
of this border 
ate the legacies of 
an age when surveying methods 
wete 
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pad at Cape Canaveral,
 
Fla.  
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values 
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  SAVE  SAVE  
SAVE
 ..E 
They have been inherited by the! 
present governments
 in New Delhi., 
Rangoon, 
Katmandu  and Rawal-
pindi, no less than by that 
in 
Peiping, which 





 left off 
by the Nationalists when 
they
 no  
longer garrisoned




 the most virulent of these 
quarrels, that between China 
and 
India, flared into open menaces of 
aggression in the spring of 1959, 
a substantial portion of the border 
has been fixed 
by
 treaty. 
But vast tracts of land, includ-
ing all those at issue between Peip-
ing and New Delhi, are still claim-
ed by both sides and peace is being 
preserved only by a mutual in-
terest in preserving an extremely 
precarious status quo. 
Almost like a strong presidential 
candidate who 
knows how to con-
found his opponents by splintering 
their forces into so many ineffec-
tive rivals, Peiping has been deal-








have been the changes in 
the  tense border 
situation
 since 
1959? flow have 
China's  neighbors 
gained 
or lost territory 
by nego-
tiating with 
Peiping,  as many 
of
 
them have done, since 
1959?  
Communist 
Chinese  Premier 
Chou en -Lai visited New 
Delhi  in 






for officials of 
both govern-
ments to 
examine  all historical
 
data 








The result of this study was p,! 





in contention  
Is a 12.000 
sem,-
mile area of Kashmir called 0 
dakh. which has been occupied by 
Chinese troops. The Chinese also 
have unilaterally 
built  a strategic 
road 
through this area,  leading 
observers  to believe they place 
11101V 





territory  than on 
their other major claim in ex-
treme eastern India. 
This is 
a 35,000 square mile area 
of India's North East Frontier 




does not recognize. , 
' Here, clashes occured in 
1959, 
especially at the garrison of 
Long-
ju. but the 
Chinese have made no 
big effort to occupy the area in 




 unresolved territorial dis-
pute with 
China  forms the domi-
nant consideration, observers be-
lieve, in the shaping of 
Peiping's 
policy  






Nepal  and Burma. 
Peiping  has 
welcomed  with 
ha 

















demarcation  of the 
' disputed 














 admitted, as 
India 
certainly 
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AM to 7:45 PM 























































tirW, Donald R. 
Campbell.  Dr. 
Kenneth A. Fowler, Dr. Edison 
Greer. Dr. 
Leonard I. Holder, Dr. 
3Iax K..amer. Dr. 
Charles
 Larsen. 
Dr. Carl I). Olds,  Dr. Richard I. 
Post, Dr. Gerald C. Preston, Dr. 
I. Dale Ruggles. 
Dr.  James R. 
Smart. Dr. Dmitri










for a frost or coif for your favorite 
BROASTED CHICKEN to 
take out. For a party, this is the ticket! 
And Spivey's bakery has the desserts you dream about. 





















































































 view Memorial 
Chapel upon its 
completion  in 
1952. Funds 
were raised for the 
chapel
 to honor SJS students 
and faculty members
 fighting 
in World War II. The idea 
for 
construction is 
credited  to Paul 
M. Pitman,
 former dean here 
and 
present
 dean of men at 
Coalinga junior college. The 
estimated




























Daily  of 
June
 6th 
rolls  off 
















































the Daily and the 
College  to 












in numbers we have 
likewise
 grown 






with the new 
developments
 in the printing 
industry  we 
have 







 to insure our 
delivery
 of your paper 
on







dcvelopment  is 
the reason 
that the Daily 
can 
fluctuate  from 
four to 




day without placing undue
 
strain








































 in the State. 
Everything  is 






















individually  or in a group, 
and would like to do so, 
let  us 
know 






















 of a memorial chapel 
to honor SJS 
students  and faculty 
members who 
had  fought in 
World 
War II. 





their country during the 
;conflict. 
Two hundred 
diet not return. 
The 
idea
 for the construction of 
a campus memorial 
chapel  is 
credited 




and  now 
dean of 
men at Coalinga junior college. 
Dean Pitman told his idea in 
1944 to Mrs. Wilbur 
Bailey of 
Palo Alto. whose son, Lt. Kenneth 
Bailey, class of 1942, had been 
killed in Italy in December 1943. 
Pitman and Mrs. Bailey 
wrote 
.iiis to Charles
 Hillis, at the time 
,esident 
of
 the alumni associa-
,n. Hillis was 
enthusiastic,  but 
..u.k had to be delayed until the 
:-.;1 ate 
Board of Education 
ap-
proved plans for the structure. 
The estimated 
cost
 of the 
chapel uas 
$50.000.  By 1950 $22.-
0410. had been 
collected  through 
contributions,
 although the fund 
raising drive did 
not begin offi-
cially until March of that 
year.  
Pitman 
suggested  two divisions 
in the 
chapel,
 a chapel of remem-
brance honoring the
 200 whose 
lives
 were lost, 




 for those who did 
return. 
Donations
 continued to 
pour in. 
of cement from the
 Permanente 














Commemorates 200 Dead 
By 
BOB PACINI 
"The chapel will keep
 ahle the 
memory of a group to whom we 
owe very,
 very much." 
This quote, appearing in an 
editorial in the San Jose News 
lof May 31, 1950, 
sums
 up general 




 to raise 
funds  for con.
 
were
 driven into the earth and 
on
 June 17, ground 
was broken. 
By 




in 1952, the 
chapel was 
dedicated  on March 
28. almost 
10
 years ago. 
At 



















 Were My 
Last  Lecture." 
1 
Professor  LengyeTs 
lecture  will  
be the last in a 
series on thi, 
theme.
 
, His subject 
will be "Obser., 
tions of 













































































































































sent basis with a 
GUARANTEED 









requiring  preview interviewers 
for 
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 DATES HAVING VIAliNLIT-
 PA),ItAKE-S. -ONO?







1415 SOUTH FIRST ST.,
 SAN JOSE 
FARMER'S
 MARKET, SAN MATEO 


































make  a three
-circuit  orbit of 

























explaining  purpose and 
!unction of the SJS 
campus  pro-
gram. 
There are two types of program 
in which cadets 
may be enrolled. 
One serves
 to fulfill physical ed-
ucation requirement by offering 
participation
 in weekly classes and 
drills 
for the student's freshman 
and sophomore year. 
The other serves to complete the 
two-year program and helps the 
student go on to advanced ROTC 
classes. Upon satisfactory comple-
tion of the program, the cadet 
receives a commission of second 
lieutenant
 in the army.
 
Captain Lasker explained that. 
since President
 Kennedy called 
many reserve units to active duty 
for one year to help combat the 
Communist threat to 
the world, 
this semester's enrollment of 
freshman cadets 
has  increased al-
most 75 per 
cent
 over last year's 
total signup at 
this
 time. At the 
present time, 350 cadets are en-
rolled 
in
 the program. 
The army officer went 
on
 to say 
that at SJS 
the ROTC program 
is 
completely 
voluntary,  whereas 
in 




 is set up to 
give cadets 
a full 






 is enrolled in 
the 
program






advanced  cad( 
he 
is
 paid  90 cents 




 the program 
and  is given 
tailored army 
uniform.  
'Leadership is stressed in the 
program. The 
student
 is not in the 
military service while 
attending 
college. The cadet is 
being trained 
for future leadership in the 
army 
upon 






 primary purpose 
of the program is to 
provide
 a pool 
of
 qualified officers for 











Go up in Florida 
For Retired Pairs 
MIAMI BEA('H.  
Fla. 
Faced with the problems of 
shortage,
 high prices and
 
OW 
petition from other ret rent, 
areas. Florida builders have 
I.
 





re,  i!. 
persons to the state. 
The "co-ops," most of 
along the lower 
East
 Coast,  
from $2000 to 625,000 and up 




 to 6400. 
Most of these 
cooperatives  h.. 
been 
built on the theory
 the 
tiree 
wants to be near the °cc., 








and boating facilities 
practica 
on his doorstep. 














 with 63 units of one ; 
five rooms.
 





living  I, 
63 families 
on a 200 -by
-600  
plot," said G. 
Chris Keagy, r-: 
sultant
 for the 
development.
 















































economical  it 




























































































































































 day to 
apply for 

















Sunday    
Classes
 resumeMonday



























































































Eight -store buying 
power 
enables Cal. 






















































































































 of all 
those  who 














GREEN  FEES 
WITH 
COPY
















St h iiQ lease
 self-ad-
dressed, stamped envelopes in the 
registrar's office to have their fall 
semester
 grades mailed to them. 
Grades will 
be mailed Feb. 9. 
Students not 
addressing  envelopes 
may obtain their 
grades
 Feb. 12 $ 
at
 the registrar's 
office. 
The grade 
reports are not offi-
cial. A request 
for  an official tran-
script must be 
made in the regis-
trar's office. If 
they  are requested ra 
before 
Feb. 2, they 



















































































 Program  
Foreign students 
entering SJS for the 
spring semester will
 participate in an orienta-
tion 









"fit at" at SJS,
 
according to Davis, 
will  be modeled on a big 
brother,  
big  sister set-up 
with




 to know each 
other. 
It was announced 
that plans for an Inter-
national  Student 
Affairs





















Johnson announced that Jay Kramer,
 San 





 and 150 city information
 pamphlets 
to be distributed to new foreign students to 
familiarize them with
 San Jose. 
In 
addition,
 Johnson said, Harry Wineroth. 
Spartan bookstore manager, has contiibuted 
100 class schedules to be included in the for-
eign
 
student  packet 
being  prepared. 
According
 to Davis, the 
International  Stu-
dent 
Affairs  board will help to 
increase  par-
ticipation in 
campus activities,  
which,  in turn 
can and 




 guests with many 
as-
pects 
of American life. 
In kicking 
off the program. 
Director John-
son has 
announced  a tea, 
scheduled
 for Feb. 
7, for the 
expected  80 to 100 
new
 foreign stu-







the tea, to be held in looms 
A and B of 
the
 cafeteria, each foreign student
 will meet 
an American student who will help him 
through orientation and registration. 
PRESIDENT INVITED 
President and Mrs. 
John



















A special orientation program has 
also been 
announced





 with the 
common 
problems faced by foreign students. 
Military  Talk Used 
for





 jargon to 
make  its people 
the
 most war -con-
ditioned 
nation  in the 
world,
 ac-
cording to a 
University  of Califor-
ilia scholar. 
In this lexicon a 
worker  becomes 
a "fighter," 
a work force is an 
army," and a production
 drive is 
"major battle." 
'rhe 










 Jan. 26 at the SJS 
Stu -
lent Health






 explained the 
vac -
!nation is omitted
 because a 
neck
 of the 













Feb.  23. 
lance, said T. A. 
Hsia,  describes the 
facing of obstacles as 
"to declare 
war 
against  heaven." 




 at National 
Peking and 
Taiwan
 universities. He 
examined the war vocabulary
 of 
Red China in a 
paper on "Meta-
phor, Myth, 
Ritual  and the People's 
Commune." 
In their campaign to expand Red 
China's economy, the 
communists  
have enlisted legendary 
Chinese 
heroes
 as well. A woman who 
does 
her job 
well is not merely a hard-
working  woman.
 She is a 
"Mu  













to combat a 
drought,  it put to 
work  not 8 mil-
lion people, but 8 
million
 "Wu 
Stings." Wu Sung 





tiger with his bare fist. 
While use of legend and military 
jargon 
makes a serious game of 
meeting national goals, it reached 
the ludicrous when
 it mobilized 3 
million "brave 
warrors" to battle 
sparrows










10c  DRY 
LOTS OF 
ROOM  TO STUDY WHILE YOU WAIT 
... OPEN 7 A.M. to 11 P.M. 
409
 E. SANTA 
CLARA ST.
 

































































































SJS  grad. 
The  aim of 
"Potpourri"
 is to en-
tertain 










 present job 
in Manila 










slightly  more 
than a year 
ago when 
appointed  to 
































































































































































VW!! CBeen heirry to gel 




















































"RIGHT ON CAMPUS" 
nor   
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